Thursday, June 13  PRELIMINARY RESULTS
10.00 – 10.15  Introduction: Karen Shire, Speaker, DFG Graduierten Kolleg 1613 Risk and East Asia
10.15 – 11.00  Mei Yu: Transforming Pairing Institutions for Poverty Alleviation in China
Commentator: Stenya Melnikova
11.00 – 11.45  Hanno Jentzsch: Village Institutions and the Agricultural Reform Process in Japan
Commentator: Dung Vu
11.45 – 12.15  Coffee Break (Foyer)
12.15 – 13.00  Alison Lamont: The Impact of Natural Disaster on Family Livelihoods in China
Commentator: Kai Duttle
13.00 – 14.30  Lunch Break (Foyer)
Commentator: Anna Spakovskaya
15.15 – 16.00  Ting Huang: Local Government and Old Age Pensions in Rural China
Commentator: Martin Heinberg
16.00  Coffee and Cake (Foyer)

Friday, June 14  PRELIMINARY RESULTS CONTINUED
10.00 – 10.45  Martin Heinberg: Chinese Consumer Behavior
Commentator: Mei Yu
10.45 – 11.30  Stenya Melnikova: Corporate Governance in Chinese State-Owned Enterprises
Commentator: Vitali Heidt
11.30 – 12.00  Coffee Break (Foyer)

Friday, June 14  PROPOSAL WORKSHOP
12.00 – 12.30  Anna Spakovskaya: The Innovation of Social Management in China
Commentator: Ting Huang
12.30 – 14.00  Lunch Break (Foyer)
14.00 – 14.30  Kai Duttle: A Behavioral Finance Perspective on Momentum: Germany and Japan
Commentator: Alison Lamont
14.30 – 15.00  Dung Vu: Essays in Experimental Economics
Commentator: Hanno Jentzsch
15.00 – 15.15  Introduction to the IN-EAST School of Advanced Studies
Prof. Dr. Markus Taube, Mercator School of Management
15.30  Departure by Bus to Oberhausen Gasometer, Guided Tour of Christo's Big Air Package
17.30 / 17.45  Transport by Bus to L'Homme D'Or, Rhine River, Reception and Dinner
22.00  Return by Bus to Duisburg Hauptbahnhof and University L-Area